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Executive Summary

With a total number of 791.38 million mobile phone users, India certainly has a strong network
of mobile telephony1. The widespread application of mobile technology paves way for
technological intervention in remotest parts of the country for improved governance. MobileMobile
governance or mGovernance, as popularly known, is now being considered as an alternative
channel of communication and service delivery to facilitate unrestricted government mobility.
The focus on mobiles for service delivery is also because in the context of India, there is a much
larger scope than e-governance.
governance. Rajkot Municipal Corporation (RMC) realised
realis the potential of
mGovernance
overnance and introduced it as an extension of its eGovernance services. The basic objective
of mGovernance project in RMC is to increase operational efficiency, transparency, improve
government citizen partnership at all levels to offer
o
cost-effective
effective services.
RMC designed the project in house with minimum technological components that included
GSM modem, SIM Card (for outgoing SMS), software application to manage SMS
communication, and database integration for mGovernance based system.
system. The operations
began its from April 2009.
With mGovernance , citizens can now access information on 75 municipal services via SMS. It
also enables registration of grievances for various services in the RMC call centre, which ensures
redressal of the same within 72 hours. The provisions of mGovernance have reduced
r
physical
and economic stress of travelling to and queuing in government offices for receiving
information. As the service has minimised direct human interactions, citizens can now able to
obtain
tain more transparent services.
For RMS, the major benefit of mGovernance has been in terms of electronic
electronic registration of
complaints, reduced cost of operation by integrating 15 complaint centres to one call centre,
efficient monitoring of complaints and reduction in instances of direct communication leading
to faster response time.
The implementation and operating cost of the programme is low, which indicates that it’s a
sustainable initiative for an urban local body. As it helps in increasing revenue collection
co
and
reduces paper work, it increases financial savings of an organisation. This m-governance
m
initiative is highly replicable as it adopts simplest of technology to facilitate quick and quality
delivery of services at citizen’s door steps at a minimised
minimised transaction cost. This project is also
scalable as inclusion of additional services, technically and financially, is not a difficult task.

1

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India. (TRAI). Web on 21 March 2012. < http://www.trai.gov.in/Default.asp/>.
http://www.trai.gov.in/Default.asp
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Methodology

The Governance Knowledge Centre team decided to document the m-governance
m governance project of
Rajkot Municipal Corporation as a best practice because this has been an ideal mGovernance
initiative of the country that has covered 75 services and an approximate 12 lakh
lak citizens of
Rajkot. As e-governance
governance initiates have huge potential to take services to the door steps of
citizens but has low penetration level, mGovernance projects bridges this digital divide. Huge
increase in property tax collections, reduction in the drop out ratio of vaccinations for
preventable diseases under the national immunization programme and faster system of
grievance redressal are the factors that make mGovernance at Rajkot Municipal Corporation a
major success.
Conducting desk based secondary
secondary research that mainly comprised of statistical analysis
available at the corporation’s website and news paper articles, the team gathered important
information on the background, operations and objectives of the initiative. A telephonic
interview was conducted
ducted with the EDP manager at Rajkot Municipal Corporation to verify the
information and to know more about the project.

Background
The goal of every government organisation is to adopt good governance practices for efficient
service delivery, quick response
onse mechanisms, and transparent administration. Integration of
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in governance augments proficiency,
transparency, and improves citizen’s access to information. The e-governance
governance project of the
Government of India
ndia seeks to take services to the door step of citizens, instead of the citizens
going to government offices to access information and receive services. With the introduction of
mGovernance this effort has been taken a step further.
mGovernance enables delivery
livery of public services through mobile devices. The wide spread
usage of mobile technology in the country means that there is a scope for easy adoption of this
service by the government and faster acceptance among the citizens. Rajkot Municipal
Corporation
on (RMC) is among the first urban local bodies in India that has been successful in
keeping pace with new innovations for improved service delivery. The mGovernance project
was launched by RMC to decrease the digital divide and maximise the reach of its services
se
among the citizens. Although RMC has launched the eGovernance initiative, its impact
remained low among the users as penetration level of internet in the city is only 10 percent.
Thus, in order to reach out to 90 percent of the population without access
access to e-services,
e
mobile
governance was designed and implemented by RMC.
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The residents of Rajkot earlier had to visit headquarters or zone offices of RMC in person to
make payment
ayment of various taxes, submit applications, register grievance, receive birth/death
birth/
certificate and seek license for establishment, vaccination of children and for other services.
This whole process involved high transportation cost for citizens. Moreover, the process of
standing in long queues not only consumes 2-3
2 3 working hours of the RMC employees, but also
makes the process of tax payment cumbersome
cu
for the citizens. Sometimes
times citizens also had to
visit multiple times to complete their work. As 18 percent interest is charged on pending dues,
dues
the delays further increase the tax burden on the citizens.
mGovernance initiative was designed to resolve these concerns of the citizens as well as the
administration. The project has been operational at RMC from April 2009.

Objective
The basic objective of m-governance
governance project of RMC is to deliver efficient and transparent
services to citizens in a customised manner through use of simple technology of mobile phones.
It aims to boost operational efficiency, improve government citizen partnership at all levels and
provide cost-effective
effective services.

Programme Design
The mGovernance project at RMC is a comprehensive online operation with supportive
centralised server architecture to aid automated transaction. The presence of eGovernance
network and basic infrastructure supplemented the successful initiation of mGovernance and
ensured effective back-end
end integration for all citizen centric services.

Key Stakeholders

RMC:
Implementin
g agency

Citizens of
Rajkot:
Beneficiaries
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To accommodate technological changes, government projects often undergo process reengineering in order to improve service delivery and customer satisfaction at minimum
operational cost2. However, the presence of eGovernance architecture motivated RMS to take a
quantum leap to introduce mGovernance projects within the existing system. A
comprehensive, well integrated system of back -end and front -end
end processes cover almost all
the municipal
pal corporation services.
Technological components utilised
ut lised in the project are simple yet effective. They include GSM
modem, SIM Card (for outgoing SMS), software to handle incoming and outgoing SMS, and
database integration for mGovernance based system. The
The municipal corporation took the
responsibility of developing necessary software and applications, and kept the development
cost minimal. In addition, instead of providing all officers with mobile phones, the government
gave each officer the provision of sending 200 free SMS from personal mobile phones –
reducing the cost further.

Front end process:
The citizens access the service through sending a SMS message or calling the call-centres.
call
Fifteen call-centres
centres were introduced as part of the eGovernance initiatives
initiatives but under the
mGovernance, these have been integrated into one 24/7 call-centre.
call centre. Earlier the citizens had to
call different phone numbers to obtain information on different services and to register
grievances, the call centre timings were also limited.
limited. Now, citizens can avail these services by
calling single phone number. Even the complaints can be registered on single point contact
number, via phone call or SMS or through the website. The call centre database is integrated
with e-governance database
abase to make all information available to officers on RMC’s intranet.
Upon registering the complaint with the call-centre,
call centre, an SMS is sent out to the concerned office
to follow-up
up on the concerns.

Back-End Process
The back-end
end operations were systematised
system
by defining standard operating process for services
under mGovernance. Software modules were developed to incorporate mobile support in the
eGovernance system. Important Financial Accounting
Accou ing System, collection modules to generate
income expenditure via SMS and income modules were integrated to generate daily income
statement.

Process reengineering is defined as the radical redesign of current business processes to achieve dramatic
improvements in productivity and performance.
2
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In addition, mobile numbers of citizens were collected during creation of master database for
birth and death registration, professional tax collection, Awas Yojnas, property tax registration
and others. This is the only level where human intervention is required. Once the information is
stored in the system, subsequent
ubsequent processes are carried out automatically. RMC Staff are trained
regularly on gathering information from citizens and feeding it in the system for effective mm
governance services.

Work Flow
In the back-end,
end, the first stage is an automated SMS sent from server to the concerned officer
informing about the complaint/request... After receiving the complaint, the officer sends an
SMS to the call centre mentioning the status of the complaint. There are 20 different codes to
indicate different statuses of the complaint. For example,
•

Code 1 indicates completion of task,

•

Code 2 to means the task is in in process,

•

Code 3 to indicate that it will take an additional day

Depending upon the status confirmation from the officer, the call centre sends an SMS update
u
to the citizen. According to the guidelines, the complaints must be resolved within 72 hours. If
it exceeds 72 hours, then the complaint is directed to the next higher officer. If the complaint is
not addressed till the 5th day, then it is forwarded to the next higher officer. On the 10th day, if
the complaint is not addresses then it goes to the Municipal Commissioner. These strict
measures ensure timely redressal of grievances. The call centre addresses 75 municipal services.

Financial Resources
RMC incurs cost in following categories for running m-governance
m governance application:
•

Software utility to handle incoming and outgoing SMS

•

Global System for Mobile (GSM) modem

•

Integration of eGovernance with mGovernance

The mGovernance applications were developed
develop and implemented in-house
house by a team of IT
experts at the RMC. This resulted in a low implementation cost of INR 50,000, while the
running cost of mGovernance is INR 6,000 a month excluding electricity cost.
RMC is funding the m-governance
governance project on its
it own.
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Services provided through m-governance
m

Presently RMC is providing more than 25 different services of m-Governance
m Governance under four
categories. These include the basic alert service, management service, interactive services and
payment reminder services. Detailed list of the services are given in the following table:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Services provided under m-governance
m
at RMC
Alert services
Management services
Vaccination
• Call centre
Property and professional tax transaction • Daily income expenditure sms to higher
Birth and death registration
officer
• Daily grievance management statistics to
Marriage registration
Bill payment to vendors/contractors
higher officers
Awas yojna instalment transactions
Property name change
Right to Information

Interactive services
Property tax outstanding dues
Water charges outstanding dues
Property tax assessment request
Registration of mobile number for
property tax
• Details of sms services
•
•
•
•

Payment reminder services
• Property tax dues
• Water charges dues
• Awas yojana
na installment dues
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Achievements
Benefits to citizens
• Single point communication
• Reduces physical and economic
stress of traveling to and queuing
in
government
offices
for
receiving information
• Information
on
status
of
complaint by SMS
• Automatic
dispatch
of
information on changes status of
complaint by SMS
• Hassle free complaint registration
• 24x7 service

Benefits to RMC
• Electronic registration of complaints
• Reduced cost of operation by
collaborating 15 complaint centres
to 1 call centre
• Easy to trace complaint
• Reduction in instances of direct
communication leading to reduce in
response time
• Information is gathered and made
available in the intranet for workers.

Table 1: Impact of m-governance
governance on citizens and benefits for service provider

Saves time and money of both service provider and beneficiaries: As soon as a birth or death
registration is entered in database of RMC, an SMS is sent to the relative of registrant along
with a unique number. As it is a registration alert, this service has reduced the burden from the
citizenss to travel frequently to the municipal office to enquire the status of registration. Earlier,
more than 200 people used to
visit

RMC

office

for

Birth/Death/Property tax, now it
has reduced to merely 20 people.
The diagram indicates a sharp
decline

in

the

number

of

kilometres travelled by citizens to
avail service in RMC.

Reduces

time of officials to manage the
Table 2: Graph
raph showing sharp decline in kilometers traveled
to access service. Source of data: RMC

crowd and address their concerns,
which can now on value-added
value
and

service-related activities.
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Improved revenue collection: Now the citizens can know their municipal dues through SMS
in no time. The payment reminder service has facilitated speedy access to the service point and
thereby also resulted in increase in revenue collection. Within short span of two months of this
service’s inception more than 27,000 registered tax payers have paid their dues amounting to
more than 14 crore. Time to pay municipal dues has also reduced drastically from 2-3
2 hours to
just 10 minutes.
Aiding

the

National

Immunisation

Programme:

mGovernance has helped in
reducing the drop-out
drop
ratio of
vaccinations

for

preventable

diseases under the national
immunisation programme. This
is
Table 3: Revenue collection at RMC
Source: RMC

achieved

through

an

automated process of sending vaccination alerts to the parents
of children between the age group of 7days to 16 year olds. Till

March 2012, estimated 1, 89, 000 alerts had been sent out.
Faster grievance redressal system: mGovernance has improved efficiency of the grievance
redressal system in RMC. Earlier
Ear
RMC different centres for different services provided. It was a
manually conducted process, which made passing of complaints from one level to another a
cumbersome exercise. There were no measures available to inform citizens of the status of
complaints. With starting of 24X7 call centres every
e ery complaint is now registered electronically
and citizens’ regularly updated
updated on its status. The complaints go directly to the concerned
officer, reducing the response time of the officers responsible for the specific work.
Increase in transparency at work: mGovernance increased transparency in the working of
RMC as every transaction is registered electronically through a fully automated process. With
elimination of direct human interactions, there has been reduction in instances of corruption as
well. As the entire process becomes automated the instances of human error also decreased to
nil.
Bridging the digital divide: RMC has used mGovernance as an effective tool to bridge the
digital divide. As the penetration level of mobile phones are much more
more higher than internet,
this ICT tool has been successful in taking the service to more than 1.3 million people of Rajkot,
while internet based services could reach only 10 per cent of the population. The coverage of
the service is not restricted to those residing in the city. Those who have property n the city or
seek to receive information on birth and death certificates of relatives are sent SMSes by the
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RMC. Thus, through integration of m-governance
m
with e-governance
governance RMC has created an
integrated system of governance for good governance.
Mode of service
Alert service

Beneficiary
350414

Interactive service

44793

Management service

738737

Payment reminder service

108689

Table 4:: Total number of beneficiaries under four modes of services

Awards and accolades:
•

Citizen’s choice, eIndia 2010

•

Manthan (South Asia) 2010 awards

•

National e-governance
governance awards 2010-11
2010

•

Nagar Ratna Award, All-India
All
Institute of Local Self-Government
Government (AIILSG), 2011

•

mBillionth (South Asia) 2011 award

Challenges in Implementation
Technological

challenges:

Initially,

there were

a

few

technological

challenges

in

implementation of the programme. The software and the GSM model had issues in handling
the large number of SMS. To address
address the problem, meetings were held with the technology
service providers to develop a modem that runs constantly for providing uninterrupted
service. Additional software modules had to be developed to integrate vaccination schedule
with the existing birth database.
atabase.
In addition, the SMS service continues to be in English, and this remains a challenge for the
users who do not know the language. The facilities to send SMS in regional language is
available only in smart phones, but the use of these are low in the region. However, RMC tries
to keep the SMSes as simple as possible and has ensured that every SMS starts with RMC so
that the concerned person
erson knows that the SMS is from the corporation and seeks help of
someone else to read it.
Training officers to respond in 160 charactes was also a difficult task to achieve.
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Resistance from the officials:
officials: The officers were initially reluctant for the initiative
i
as the
process of grievance redressal was perceived as a hurdle by many of them. After working on
the complaint sent to them, an SMS has to send out the citizens informing completion of the
task. This imposed an additional financial burden on the official before a free package of 200
SMS/ day was availed from a mobile service provider.
Challenges in mobilising community support:
support: It was difficult to popularise the services
among the citizens. Use of print media has helped remarkably in increasing awareness
a
on the
project. Instructions on how to use m-governance
m governance were printed on tax receipts and tax demand
bills. RMC also encouraged users to register mobile number at the time of payment of dues,
master data creation, registration of birth and death certificates
ce
etc.

Conclusion
The implementation and running cost of the programme indicates that it’s a sustainable
initiative for an urban local body. As it helps in increasing revenue collection and reduces
paper work, it increases financial savings of an organisation. mGovernance initiatives are
highly replicable as it adopts simplest of technology and facilitates quick and quality delivery
of services at citizen’s door steps at a minimised transaction cost. This project is scalable as
inclusion of additional services, technically and financially, is not a difficult task.
Research was carried out by OneWorld Foundation India (OWFI), Governance Knowledge Centre (GKC) team.
Documentation was created by Research Associate, Ajupi Baruah
For further information, please contact Rajiv Tikoo, Director, OWFI, at owsa@oneworld.net
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Appendix A – Interview Questionnaire
Background:

1. According to our research, m-governance
m governance was introduced in Rajkot Municipal
Corporation (RMC) as a follow up to e-governance
e governance initiative. This application was
expected to reach out to a large number of populations for improved service delivery.
Was there any other factor that motivated launch of m-governance
m governance at RMC?
Key stakeholders:
2. Apart from RMC and the citizens are there other stakeholders involved
in
in mgovernance project? If yes, who are they and what are their roles?
Process flow:
m governance are alert services, management
3. The major services provided through m-governance
services, interactive services and payment reminder services. How was these services
provided to citizens prior to implementation of m-governance?
m
i.

What changes has taken place with m-governance
governance in delivery of these services?

4. Was there any training programme conducted to train the RMC staff in m-governance?
m
If yes, please explain what kind of training was imparted and what has been its impact?
5. Secondary research shows that minimum
um requirement for the project are GSM modem,
SIM Card (for outgoing SMS), software to handle incoming and outgoing SMS, and
database integration for m-Governance
m Governance based system. Apart from there, are there other
technological components involved in the project?
project? If yes, what are those and how do
they work?
6. According to secondary research the call centre is working on SMS only. Can you
explain the process of registering complaint in the call centre?
i.

Can you explain the entire process of addressing grievances through the call centre?

Financial model:
7. RMC is funding the project itself. Is it a financially sustainable model for a ULB?
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Challenges:

8. What are the major challenges faced in implementation of the m-governance
m governance project?
9. The call centre operates only through
through SMS, which are in English. Has this hampered the
service’s effectiveness? How do you ensure that is measure is user friendly?
Impact:
7. Major impact of the programme is seen in the areas of quicker service delivery, reduced
burden of citizens in travelling
velling to municipal office, increase in municipal due collection,
improvement in grievance redressal system and increase in transparency. Is there any other
major impact of the project in enhancing good governance? If yes, please explain.
8. Is there any plan to scale up the project? If yes, please explain.
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